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S U M M A R Y

CD8\(^+\) T cells secreting Type1 and Type 17 cytokines and cytotoxic molecules play a major role in immunity and protection against pulmonary tuberculosis (PTB), although their role in tuberculous lymphadenitis (TBL) is not well known. To identify the distribution and function of CD8\(^+\) T cells expressing Type1, Type 2 and Type 17 cytokines and cytotoxic molecules in TBL, we examined baseline and mycobacterial antigen specific immune responses in the whole blood of individuals with PTB and compared them with TBL. TBL is characterized by elevated frequencies of baseline and mycobacterial-antigen stimulated CD8\(^+\) T cells expressing Type 1 (IL-2 and TNF\(\alpha\)) and Type 17 (IL-17A and IL-17F) cytokines in comparison to PTB individuals. In contrast, TBL individuals exhibited diminished frequency of CD8\(^+\) T cells expressing perforin, granzyme B and CD107a. The blockade of IL-1R and IL-6R during antigenic stimulation resulted in significantly diminished frequencies of CD8\(^+\) T cells expressing Type 1 and Type 17 cytokines in TBL. Therefore, our data suggest that TBL is characterized by an IL-1 and IL-6 dependent expansion of CD8\(^+\) T cells expressing Type 1 and Type 17 cytokines as well as altered frequencies of cytotoxic molecules, reflecting an important association of these cells with the pathogenesis of TBL.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) remains a huge public health problem with nearly 2 billion infections worldwide. 90% of infected individuals are able to resist overt disease (active TB) development and manifest only latent infection [1]. Although the lung is the most common site for Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) infection, dissemination of mycobacteria to other organs can occur when alveolar macrophages become infected with bacteria. The subsequent migration of activated macrophages to secondary lymphoid tissue for antigen presentation to CD4\(^+\) helper T cells can facilitate spread of mycobacteria, yet the exact mechanism as to how Mtb leaves the lungs is poorly understood. Tuberculous lymphadenitis (TBL) is a common clinical presentation of extra-pulmonary tuberculosis and it is a local manifestation of the systemic disease [2].

T cell subsets can be differentiated into Th1, Th2, Th17 and other cytokine producing subsets. Both Th1 and Th17 cells have been implicated in the host defense against Mtb, largely by inducing macrophage activation and favoring the control of Mtb replication [3–5]. CD8\(^+\) T cells are also major producers of Type 1 cytokines and have been shown to recognize and lyse Mtb infected macrophages [6,7]. Cytotoxic T lymphocytes play a central role in the immune system by eliminating various infected cells with the help of cytotoxic molecules [8]. CD8\(^+\) T cells expressing perforin have been shown to mediate protection against Mtb infection in mice [9] and humans [10,11]. However, the role of other cytotoxic molecules, such as granzyme B and CD107a have not been explored in detail.

We have previously shown that TBL is characterized by an antigen – specific expansion of CD4\(^+\) Th1 and Th17 cells [12]. Since TBL is felt to reflect a hematogenous disseminated form of TB, we postulated that CD8\(^+\) T cells might also play a different role in TBL compared to PTB. To this end, we examined the frequencies of CD8\(^+\) T...
T cells expressing Type 1 and Type 17 cytokines and cytotoxic molecules in TBL, both at baseline and following mycobacterial antigen stimulation and have demonstrated that in TBL there is an expansion of Type 1 and Type 17 cytokines that is mediated in part by IL-1 and IL-6. In addition, TBL is characterized by a contraction in the CD8+ T cell compartment expressing perforin, granzyme B and CD107a.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Ethics statement

All individuals were examined as part of natural history study approved by the Institutional Review Board of the National Institute of Research in Tuberculosis (NCT01154959) and informed written consent was obtained from all participants.

2.2. Study population

We studied a group of 45 individuals with TB—20 with pulmonary TB and 25 with tuberculous lymphadenitis (Table 1). Individuals with pulmonary TB were diagnosed on the basis of sputum smear positivity for acid fast bacillus (AFB) by Zielh-Neelsen staining. Individuals with TBL were diagnosed on the basis of clinical examination showing the presence of enlargement of lymph nodes as well as fine needle aspiration cytology and direct microscopic identification for AFB. All individuals were HIV negative and did not differ significantly in age or gender distribution. All blood was collected prior to commencement of anti-tuberculous chemotherapy.

2.3. Antigens

TB antigens used were purified protein derivative (PPD; Serum Statens Institute), early secreted antigen - 6 (ESAT-6) and culture filtrate protein - 10 (CFP-10) (both from Fitzgerald Industries Intl. Inc.). Endotoxin levels were below the threshold of detection according to the manufacturer’s datasheet. Final concentrations were 10 μg/ml for PPD, ESAT-6 and CFP-10 and 5 μg/ml for anti-CD3.

2.4. In Vitro culture

Whole blood cell cultures were performed to determine the intracellular levels of cytokines. Briefly, whole blood was diluted 1:1 with RPMI-1640 medium, supplemented with penicillin/streptomycin (100 U/100 mg/ml), L-glutamine (2 mM), and HEPES (10 mM) (all from Invitrogen) and distributed in 12-well tissue culture plates (Costar). The cultures were then stimulated with PPD, ESAT-6, CFP-10 or anti-CD3 or media alone in the presence of the co-stimulatory molecules, CD49d/CD28 at 37 °C for 6 h. Brefeldin A (10 μg/ml) was added after 2 h. After 6 h, centrifugation, washing and red blood cell lysis was performed. The cells were fixed using cytofix/cytoperm buffer (BD Biosciences) and cryopreserved at −80 °C. For neutralization experiments, whole blood was cultured in the presence of anti-IL-1R (5 μg/ml), anti-IL-6R (5 μg/ml) and anti TNFR1 (5 μg/ml) (R&D Systems) or isotype control antibody (5 μg/ml) (R&D Systems) at 37 °C for 1 h following which PPD was added and cultured for an additional 23 h.

2.5. Ex vivo analysis

CD8+ T cell memory subsets phenotyping was performed using CD45RA (Biolegend) and CCR7 (BD Pharmingen) antibodies. CD8+ T cells were classified as naive (CD45RA+CCR7+), central memory (CD45RA–CCR7+), effector memory (CD45RA–CCR7–) and TEMRA (CD45RA–CCR7–).

2.6. Intracellular cytokine staining

The cells were thawed, washed and then stained with surface antibodies for 30–60 min. Surface antibodies used were CD3, CD4, CD8, Perforin, Granzyme B and CD107a. The cells were washed and permeabilized with BD Perm/Wash buffer (BD Biosciences) and stained with intracellular cytokines for an additional 30 min before washing and acquisition. Cytokine antibodies used were IFNγ, TNFα, IL-2, IL-4, IL-9, IL-10, IL-17A, IL-17F and IL-22. Cytotoxic molecules used were perforin, granzyme B and CD107a. Cytokines and cytotoxic molecules were stained in different panels. Eight-color flow cytometry was performed on a FACSCanto II flow cytometer with FACSDiva software v.6 (Becton Dickinson). The lymphocyte gating was set by forward and side scatter and 100,000 events were acquired. Gating for cytokine and cytotoxic molecule expression was done using FMO (fluorescence minus one) strategy. Data were collected and analyzed using FlowJo software (version 10.0.5 TreeStar Inc). All data are depicted as frequency of the various cell populations expressing cytokine(s). Baseline values following media stimulation are depicted as baseline frequency while frequencies following stimulation with antigens are depicted as net frequencies (with baseline values subtracted).

2.7. Statistical analysis

Data analyses were performed using GraphPad PRISM (GraphPad Software, Inc.). Geometric means (GM) were used for measurements of central tendency. Statistically significant differences between two groups were analyzed using the nonparametric Mann–Whitney U test. Multiple comparisons were corrected using the Holm’s correction.

3. Results

3.1. TBL is not associated with alterations in the frequencies of central memory, effector memory or TEMRA CD8+ T cells

To determine if TBL is associated with alterations in the CD8+ T cell compartment ex vivo, we examined the frequency of CD8+ T cell naive and memory subset distribution in comparison to PTB.

Table 1
Study demographics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PTB</th>
<th>TBL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of subjects</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (M/F)</td>
<td>11/9</td>
<td>8/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median age (Range)</td>
<td>42 (19–64)</td>
<td>35 (18–45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smear grade (0/1+/2+/3+)</td>
<td>0/2/5/13</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB Lymphadenitis</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hematology profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>x106 cells/μl</th>
<th>x106 cells/μl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White blood cell count</td>
<td>10,175.22 (6300–19,900)</td>
<td>7923 (3400–13,300)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphocyte count, cells/ml</td>
<td>1737.72 (850.5–3315)</td>
<td>2048.84 (1102.5–4043.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutrophil count, cells/ml</td>
<td>7045.36 (4329.2–16,735.9)</td>
<td>4177.83 (1543.6–8804)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monocyte count, cells/ml</td>
<td>853.8 (506–1631.8)</td>
<td>308.7 (267.9–904.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eosinophil count, cells/ml</td>
<td>169.5 (74.2–409.2)</td>
<td>258.2 (102.4–939.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basophil count, cells/ml</td>
<td>67.2 (31.4–387.8)</td>
<td>48.4 (18.9–106.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platelet count, x106 platelets/μl</td>
<td>306.54 (146–595)</td>
<td>323.26 (159–542)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our data reveal that in TBL individuals there was an enhanced frequency of naïve CD8^+ T cells when compared to the PTB group (p = 0.0367) but no significant alterations in the other memory compartments (Figure 1).

3.2. TBL is associated with increased frequencies of antigen-stimulated CD8^+ T cells expressing Type 1, Type 2 and Type 17 cytokines

It has been established that mycobacteria-specific CD8^+ T cells are induced in response to Mtb infection and that these cells can recognize Mtb infected macrophages [6,13]. To determine the association between the frequencies of CD8^+ T cell subsets and TBL, we used multi-parameter flow cytometry to define the frequencies CD8^+ T cells expressing Type 1 (IFNγ, IL-2 or TNFα), Type 2 (IL-4, IL-9 or IL-10) and Type 17 (IL-17A, IL-17F or IL-22) cytokines at baseline and following stimulation with either mycobacterial antigens or anti-CD3 (Figure 2A). As shown in Figure 2B, there were significantly increased frequencies of CD8^+ T cells expressing Type 1 (IL-2 and TNFα) and Type 17 (IL-17A and IL-17F) cytokines at baseline in TBL compared to PTB. In response to PPD (Figure 2C), CFP-10 (Figure 2D) and ESAT-6 (Figure 2E), we observed significantly elevated frequencies of CD8^+ T cells expressing either IL-2 or TNFα or IL-17A or IL-17F in TBL compared to PTB individuals. On the other hand, no significant differences were seen in the frequencies of CD8^+ T cells expressing Type 2 cytokines at baseline or upon antigenic stimulation. Finally, there were no significant differences in the net frequencies of CD8^+ T cells expressing pro-inflammatory cytokines between the 2 groups (with the exception of CD8^+ T cells expressing IL-17A (Figure 2F)) following stimulation with anti-CD3, indicating that the increased frequency of pro-inflammatory cytokine expressing CD8^+ T cells induced in TBL individuals was predominantly antigen – specific.
3.3. TBL is associated with decreased frequencies of CD8\(^+\) T cells expressing perforin, granzyme B or CD107a following exposure to antigen

To determine the association of CD8\(^+\) T cell expression of cytotoxic molecules with TBL, we measured the frequencies of CD8\(^+\) T cells expressing perforin, granzyme B or CD107a at baseline and following stimulation with mycobacterial antigens (Figure 3A). There were significant differences observed in the frequency of CD8\(^+\) T cells expressing perforin and granzyme B between TBL and PTB individuals at baseline (Figure 3B, C and D). In addition, as shown in Figure 3B, C and D, there were significantly diminished frequencies of CD8\(^+\) T cells expressing perforin, granzyme B and CD107a following TB antigen stimulation in TBL compared to PTB individuals. Thus, TBL is associated with diminished frequencies of CD8\(^+\) T cells expressing cytotoxic molecules.

Figure 2. Elevated antigen-specific frequencies of Type 1 Type 2 and Type 17 cytokine secreting CD8\(^+\) T cells in TBL. (A) A representative whole-blood intracellular cytokine assay flow data from a TBL individual showing expression of IFN\(\gamma\), IL-2, TNF\(\alpha\), IL-4, IL-9, IL-10 IL-17A, IL-17F and IL-22. (B) The baseline frequency of CD8\(^+\) T cells expressing Type 1 (IFN\(\gamma\), IL-2, TNF\(\alpha\)) or Type 2 (IL-4, IL-9 and IL-10) or Type 17 (IL-17A, IL-17F and IL-22) cytokines is shown as bar graphs with the bar representing the geometric mean of the frequency of CD8\(^+\) T cells expressing the respective cytokine(s) and the error bar representing the 95% confidence interval in PTB (n = 20) and TBL (n = 25) individuals. (C, D, E) The net frequency of CD8\(^+\) T cells expressing Type 1 (IFN\(\gamma\), IL-2, TNF\(\alpha\)) or Type 2 (IL-4, IL-9 and IL-10) or Type 17 (IL-17A, IL-17F and IL-22) cytokines in response to PPD (C), CFP-10 (D) and ESAT-6 (E) is shown in PTB and TBL individuals. (F) The net frequency of CD8\(^+\) T cells expressing the different cytokines in response to anti-CD3 stimulation is shown in PTB and TBL individuals. Net frequencies were calculated by subtracting baseline frequencies from antigen – or anti-CD3 – stimulated frequencies. P values were calculated using the Mann–Whitney test.
3.4. Expansion of Type 1 and Type 17 cytokine expressing CD8\(^{+}\) T cells in TBL is dependent on IL-1 and IL-6

Since Type 17 cytokines are dependent on the upstream cytokines — IL-1, IL-6 and TNF-\(\alpha\), we wanted to examine the role of signaling through these cytokines in the expansion of Type 1 and Type 17 cytokine secreting T cells in TBL. To this end, we stimulated whole blood from TBL individuals with PPD in the presence of blocking antibodies for IL-1R or IL-6 or TNFR1 and measured the changes in frequencies of CD8\(^{+}\) T cells expressing Type 1 (IFN\(\gamma\), IL-2 or TNF-\(\alpha\)) and Type 17 (IL-17A, IL-17F or IL-22) cytokines. As shown in Figure 4, blockade of IL-1R resulted in significantly decreased PPD-stimulated expansion of CD8\(^{+}\) T cells expressing IFN\(\gamma\), IL-2 and IL-17A in TBL individuals. Similarly, blockade of IL-6R resulted in significantly decreased PPD-stimulated expansion of CD8\(^{+}\) T cells expressing IL-17A and IL-17F in TBL individuals (Figure 4). Finally, blockade of TNFR1 had no effect on the PPD-induced production of Type 1 and Type 17 cytokines in CD8\(^{+}\) T cells. These data suggest that IL-1R and IL-6R-mediated signalling plays a significant role in the expansion of the T cell response in TBL.

4. Discussion

TB is primarily a disease of the lung, with pulmonary TB accounting for at least 70% of active tuberculosis cases with the remaining being extra-pulmonary disease. The most common form of extra-pulmonary TB is tuberculous lymphadenitis, that accounts for 30–35% of all extra-pulmonary TB cases most of which are manifested by infection of the cervical lymph nodes [14]. Moreover, it is important to understand the immunological underpinnings of TBL as diagnosis and treatment is highly challenging in this form of TB [15].

CD4\(^{+}\) T cells producing Type 1 cytokines (e.g. IFN\(\gamma\), IL-2 and TNF-\(\alpha\)) are important for the protective immune responses to M. tuberculosis and appears to require mycobacterial antigen driven specificity [16]. While antigen specific CD8\(^{+}\) T cells and NK cells also produce IFN\(\gamma\) during M. tuberculosis infection, they cannot compensate for a lack of CD4\(^{+}\) T cells [11,16,17]. Another important feature of CD8\(^{+}\) T cells is their ability to perform cytotoxicity or specific killing of target cells. The key feature of cytotoxic CD8\(^{+}\) T cells is their expression of cytotoxic molecules such as perforin,
Granzyme B and CD107a. CD8⁺ T cells may modulate phagocyte activity or produce granulysin that may be directly cytotoxic to the mycobacteria [10,18]. These cells also have the capacity to activate macrophage defenses through the secretion of IFN-γ and TNF-α that can also help in eliminating the bacteria through a granule exocytosis pathway [19].

Our study sought to explore the distribution and function of CD8⁺ T cells expressing cytokines or cytotoxic molecules in TBL in contrast to pulmonary TB. The examination of cytokines produced by CD8⁺ T cells reveals two interesting features. First at baseline, there were significant differences in the frequencies of Type 1 or Type 17 secreting CD8⁺ T cells in PTB compared to TBL, indicating that TBL significantly alters the homeostatic regulation of CD8⁺ T cells. In contrast, polyclonal stimulus (anti-CD3) did not reveal any major difference in the frequency of Type 1 and Type 17 cytokines secreting CD8⁺ T cells, indicating that the intrinsic potential of T cells to produce cytokines in TBL individuals is not altered. Second, the expansion of Type 1 and Type 17 cytokines in TBL individuals is relatively pathogen specific, because mycobacterial antigen stimulation appears to play a key role in driving the expansion of Type 1
or Type 17 cytokine expressing CD8⁺ T cells in TBL individuals. This is true for crude antigen (PPD) as well as the RD1-specific recombinant antigens (CFP-10 and ESAT-6). Moreover, the heightened expansion in response to the RD1 antigens confirms that this response is specific to Mtb and not induced by either cross-reactivity or pre-exposure to other environmental mycobacteria. Our study reflects an important association of expanded frequencies of CD8⁺ T cells with the pathogenesis in TBL and suggests that heightened frequencies of these could potentially lead to enhanced severity of disease. Our findings also suggest that this expanded population could possibly contribute to severity and dissemination.

Type 17 cytokines, most notably IL-17A and IL-17F have been shown to play an important role in mediating immunity to both extra- and intra-cellular bacteria, including Mtb [11,17]. However, IL-17 was also shown to mediate immune pathology in animal models of autoimmune diseases and infections, suggesting that IL-17 could also promote pathology in tuberculosis [20]. Our data

![Figure 2](continued)
Figure 3. Diminished antigen-specific frequencies of perforin, granzyme B and CD107a cells in TBL. (A) A representative whole-blood assay flow data from a TBL individual showing expression perforin, granzyme B and CD107a. The frequencies of CD8⁺ T cells expressing Perforin (B) or Granzyme B (C) or CD107a (D) in PTB (n = 20) and TBL (n = 25) individuals ex vivo or following stimulation with TB antigens or anti-CD3 were estimated by flow cytometry. Spontaneous frequencies are shown as scatter plots and stimulated frequencies as bar graphs. The bars represent geometric means and 95% confidence intervals. Spontaneous frequencies are shown as raw frequencies and the stimulated frequencies are shown as net frequencies with the spontaneous frequency subtracted. P values were calculated using the Mann–Whitney U test.

Figure 2. (continued).
suggest that TBL influences the expression pattern of TB antigen—specific CD8⁺ T cells producing IL-17A, IL-17F and IL-22 and could potentially augment immune-mediated pathology in individuals with TBL. Therefore, an exaggerated Type 17 response, similar to the Type 1 response, occurs in active TBL individuals. This study also confirms that the response of CD8⁺ T cells in TBL is very similar to that of CD4⁺ T cells that we reported previously [12]. Whether these findings are the result of lymphoid tissue priming occurring more efficiently in TBL or whether it is the consequence of some intrinsic difference between the two disease states needs to be explored further.

Perforin/granzyme-induced apoptosis is a pathway used by cytotoxic lymphocytes to eliminate infected cells [21]. Perforin is a cytolytic protein found in the granules of cytotoxic T lymphocytes and NK cells and has a role in the control of intracellular bacterial infections, such as *M. tuberculosis* [22]. Perforin establishes pores in the cytoplasmic membrane, allowing entry of granzyme B, which in turn mediates apoptosis of Mtb infected cells. However, it has been
Figure 3. (continued).

Figure 4. Blockade of IL-1R and IL-6R but not TNFR1 significantly diminishes the frequencies of cytokine expressing CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells in TBL. Whole blood from TBL individuals was stimulated with PPD (10 mg/ml) in the presence of anti-IL-1R Ab or anti-IL-6R or anti-TNFR1 or isotype controls for and the frequencies of CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells expressing IFN<sub>γ</sub>, IL-2, TNF-α, IL-17, IL-17F and IL-22 were measured by flow cytometry. Results are shown as line graphs with each line representing a single TBL individual (n = 15). Results are shown as net cytokine production over media control. P values were calculated using the Wilcoxon signed rank test.
shown that mice deficient with either perforin or granzyme B do not exhibit increased susceptibility to TB infection [23,24]. Other studies have shown that an apoptotic environment may be unfavorable to the mycobacteria [18,25]. CD107a (LAMP-1) is a marker for degranulation of activated CD8⁺ T cells and it has been shown that CD107a is upregulated on the cell surface upon activation of CD8⁺ T cells [26,27]. Our data reveals a decrease in the frequencies of CD8⁺ T cells expressing perforin or granzyme B in TBL when compared with PTB individuals at baseline. Similarly, the frequency of TB antigen stimulated CD8⁺ T cells expressing perforin, granzyme B and CD107a was also significantly diminished in TBL on comparison to PTB. This observation can be interpreted in two different but not mutually exclusive ways—one, PTB being a multicellular form of TB induces higher frequencies of cytotoxic T cells and the potential mechanism for the higher frequency of CD8⁺ T cells expressing lytic molecules in PTB may due to the higher antigen load [28]. The other explanation is that cytotoxic CD8⁺ T cells in TBL individuals are primarily present in the lymph nodes and therefore are observed at reduced frequencies in the peripheral circulation. It is intriguing to note the differences in the patterns of distribution of CD8⁺ T cells expressing cytokines versus those expressing cytotoxic potential.

One potential mechanism for increase in CD8⁺ T cells subsets expressing Type 1 and Type 17 could be increased expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines in TBL. The common pro—inflammatory cytokines that are known to influence the induction of Type 1 and Type 17 immunity are IL-1, IL-6 and TNF-α, apart from IL-12 and IL-23 [29]. IL-1, a pro-inflammatory cytokine, released primarily from macrophages and many other cell types, plays a central role in the regulation of immune and inflammatory responses to infections [30]. In animal models it has been clearly shown that IL-1 has critical importance for the host control of Mtb infection, given that mice deficient in IL-1R succumb rapidly to low-dose aerosol infection with Mtb [31]. IL-6 has a vital role in the modulation and maintenance of the IL-17-producing cells in response to Mtb infection in mice [32]. TNFα is known to have a key role in Mtb infection by stimulating the migration of immune cells to the infection site, contributing to the granuloma formation and controlling the disease progression [33]. In murine models, neutralization of TNF in a low-dose Mtb infection leads to active TB and reactivation of infection [33–35] and TNF inhibitors in humans have been shown to cause reactivation of disease [36]. Our data shows that blockade of IL-1R and IL-6R prior to stimulation with Mtb antigen impaired the expansion of CD8⁺ T cell subsets expressing Type 1 and Type 17 cytokines in TBL individuals. Our data also reveal an interesting dichotomy on the effect of IL-1 and IL-6 on Th17 cells—the IL-1 predominantly regulates IL-17A production, IL-6 has a more global effect on Th17 cells affecting the production of IL-17A, IL-17F and IL-22. Our data, however, failed to reveal any significant difference in the capacity of TNFα to modulate Type 1 or 17 cytokines and therefore, suggest that TNF-α, unlike IL-1 and IL-6, plays only a minor role in the active expansion of CD8⁺ T cell responses in TBL.

Our data overall suggest that TBL is characterized by IL-1R and IL-6R dependent expansion of Type 1 and Type 17 cytokines, indicating that IL-1 and IL-6 receptor blockers could be of potential use therapeutically to ameliorate disease or shorten the duration of treatment in TB lymphadenitis.
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